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Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a new network architecture that
separates the control plane and the data plane and provides logically
central control over the whole network. Because SDN controller combines the upper application layer and the underlying infrastructure layer,
it may face the problem of single-point failure. If it is made unreachable
by a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, the whole network
may not work normally. Especially for wireless SDN controllers, due to
the secure channel for the control protocol in communication between
wireless SDN controller and wireless SDN devices is exposed in the
attacker’s field of vision, the attack range of DDoS attackers will be
expanded. To mitigate this threat, this paper introduces a solution based
on fuzzy synthetic evaluation decision-making model that is effective
and lightweight in terms of the resources that it uses. Importantly, it
takes many factors that can be used to detect DDoS attacks into consideration and makes a comprehensive judgment according to multifactors. To test the solution, the paper also proposes three kinds of
DDoS attacks specialized for SDN network and presents two kinds of
DDoS attacks inherited from traditional network. Every attack has been
tested with the detection method. Finally, we also make a comparable
experiment to show its advantage to other DDoS detection algorithm
based on single factor. The results show its efficiency in detecting most
of the DDoS attacks.
Keywords: SDN, openflow, DDoS attacks, fuzzy synthetic evaluation decisionmaking model, entropy
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software Define Networking (SDN) is a new network architecture designed
to separate the control plane and the data plane, providing logically central
control over the network, which is quite different from the distributed traditional networks [1]. In traditional network, once the network is configured
with predefined policies, it is difficult to reconfigure the network. Furthermore, configuring the network manually is cumbersome and error-prone, and
can not fully utilize the capability of physical network infrastructure. SDN
is widely used making these problems solved easily and greatly improve the
utilization of network equipment [1]. The most representative use case of
SDN is google’s B4 data center network which takes google three years to
accomplish B4 production deployment [2]. B4’s centralized traffic engineering service drives links to near 100% utilization.
SDN can greatly facilitate big data acquisition, transmission, storage, and
processing and big data will impact the design and operation of SDN [3].
With the help of big data technology, we can use many multi-objective
optimization algorithm [4–8] to solve the consumption of the computing
resources of the system in the case of network security and network quality of service (QoS).
Wireless communication technologies have made great progress in recent
years [9–21]. In order to enhance the experience of mobile users, [9] proposes
a wireless interface scheduling algorithm to select proper wireless interfaces
for a set of data-dependent sporadic tasks. [10, 12] aims at solving the problem of wireless interference in the wireless network. A multi hop ad hoc
network system is formed by wireless communication technology in wireless
sensor networks (WSN). WSN is widely used in military, intelligent transportation, environmental monitoring, medical and health, etc. The energy
problem in WSN is mentioned in [14]. The problem of fault tolerance in
WSN is mentioned in [22] and the problem of relay node placement in WSN
is mentioned in [23]. In [17], how to integrate device-to-device communications in the framework of SDN and wireless network virtualization [24] is
studied.
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) flooding attacks is the main method
to destroy the availability of the server or the network. Many attackers in
different locations continuously send a great deal of packets at the same time,
which is out of the target device’s processing ability, making the legitimate
user out of service.
At the same time, DDoS attacks are constantly growing. The growth rate
is amazing, especially with the combination of cloud computing environment. The characteristics of cloud computing environments [25, 26] (e.g,.
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on-demand self-service, broad network access and rapid elasticity, resource
pooling, rapid elasticity and Measured Service, etc.) result in the DDoS
attacks in cloud computing environment continue to grow and become more
difficult to cope with.
What will happen when SDN meets DDoS? The SDN controller can be
taken as the brain of the network, which holds the information of the whole
network and makes decisions to deal with the network flows. But it is now
facing the problem of a single point of failure if it is made unreachable by a
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack.
Different from wired SDN network, the wireless SDN network is more
complex due to the the physical links between the devices are not deployed a
priori, but depend on radio configuration. [27] presents a vision of a softwaredefined multi-technology network architecture (SDN@home) which enables
Wireless protocols and features are no longer tied to specific technologies
but can be used by general-purpose wireless SDN devices. However, because
the secure channel for the control protocol in communication between wireless SDN controller and wireless SDN devices is exposed in the attacker’s
field of vision. This enables attackers can launch DDoS attacks towards SDN
network from multiple layers (infrastructure layer or control layer). Attackers can launch DDoS attacks towards wireless SDN controller or any wireless SDN devices by forged traffic flows or control and management signals
instead of launching the attacks through wired interface of the certain SDN
device.
Some solutions have been proposed to defeat DDoS attacks towards SDN
network recently. Nhu-Ngoc Dao et al. [28] proposes the approach of source
based IP filtering technique to defeat DDoS attack. It works well when the
attack traffic is not very huge. But to use it, two parameters for the detection
method need to be initiated first by surveying the network. The effect of the
method maybe affected by the artificial parameters. Lim, S et al. [29] propose
a DDoS blocking application which is a lightweight application running on
the popular SDN controller, POX [30]. The application tries to distinguish
the bot and the legitimate host, logically moves its service from the attacked
address to a redirected address. However, the application proposed can only
apply in defending DDoS attacks target a web server, it lacks generality.
Entropy is a mathematical formula of information measure, which indicates the probability of an event happening with respect to the total number
of events.
Compared with other DDoS detection methods [31], detecting by entropy
is proved to have many advantages, such as more simple, higher sensitivity,
lower rate of false positives, no additional network traffic, no extra hardware
cost, etc. Seyed Mohammad Mousavi et al. [32] propose a solution to detect
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DDoS attacks based on the entropy variation of the destination IP address.
But the method only takes one factor into consideration, ignoring that there
are many factors can be used to identify DDoS attack.
In this paper, we present a new method which is based on fuzzy synthetic
evaluation decision-making model. The detection method takes many characteristics of network flows into consideration, such as packet rate, the entropy
of destination IP address and source IP address, the entropy of destination
TCP port to make a comprehensive judgment according to these factors. The
detection method is also a lightweight process in case of excessive usage
of the resource of the controller, especially when the DDoS attacks target
the SDN controller. To test the solution, the paper also proposes three kinds
of DDoS attacks specialized for SDN network and introduces two kinds
of DDoS attacks inherited from traditional network. Every attack has been
tested with the detection method, the simulation result shows its efficiency in
detecting most of the DDoS attacks proposed.
This paper is organized as follows. The related work and background
about SDN and DDoS attacks are reviewd in Section 2. Section 3 presents
how attackers can exploit SDN network vulnerabilities to launch DDoS
attacks and three DDoS attacks towards SDN network are proposed and two
kinds of DDoS attacks inherited from traditional network are introduced.
Section 4 presents the DDoS detection method based on fuzzy synthetic
evaluation decision-making model. Finally, Section 5 presents the simulation
results, comparable experiment, discussion and something about the method
applied in the real environment followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
From the evolution process of SDN, we can realize that although every manufactory or organization has different views on protocol standard and network
architecture when taking their interest into consideration, their understanding
of the core idea of SDN is similar. They all think the core idea of SDN is separating the control plane and the data plane and using the central controller to
achieve the task of network programming. The controller communicate with
the upper application layer and the underlying infrastruction layer with the
north bound interface protocol and the south bound interface protocol. One
of the most famous south bound interface protocols is OpenFlow [33].
For SDN-based networks, there are a number of challenges that need to be
resolved, especially in security matter. In OpenFlow SDN network, switches
do not process incoming packet as traditional way. They simply look for if the
incoming packet is matched in their forwarding tables (Flow Table) or not. If
there is no match, packets are sent to the controller for processing. Then the
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controller installs a flow rule on the switch, the following packets can be forwarded through the rule installed. In this situation, the SDN controller plays
the important role in the whole network, it can easily become a potential target of attackers. Attackers may forge a lot of packets that cannot be matched
by the flow table in the OpenFlow-enabled switch, and make the controller
busy dealing with the useless flooding in packets. It is a good chance for an
attacker to deplete the resources and threaten the network availability.
In [34], DDoS attacks towards traditional networks and some defense
mechanisms are proposed. The motivation of attackers in launching DDoS
attacks is involved. The paper categorizes DDoS flooding attacks into two
types based on the protocol level that is targeted: network/transport-level
attacks and application-level attacks. They also categorizes the defense mechanisms for DDoS flooding attacks based on the location where prevention,
detection, and response to the DDoS flooding attacks occur and based on the
time when they prevent, detect, and respond to DDoS flooding attacks. After
comparison, they proposed to defend DDoS with a comprehensive distributed
and collaborative defense solution.
In [25], Infrastructure layer DDoS attacks, control layer DDoS attacks and
application layer DDoS attacks are proposed. For application layer, attackers
can launch DDoS attacks by attacking application or northbound API. Lauching Control layer DDoS attacks by attacking controller or northbound API or
southbound API or westbound API or eastbound API and launching infrastructure layer DDoS attacks by attacking switch or southbound API. Also
some available solutions towards each layer’s DDoS attacks are put forward.
There have been proposed solutions to defeat DDoS attacks towards SDN
network recently. Nhu-Ngoc Dao et al. [28] propose the approach of source
based IP filtering technique to defeat DDoS attacks. The approach try to
distinguish three kinds of Users. The malicious user who has fix source
IP address and injects spoofed packets to the switch infinitely. The DDoS
attacking user sends spoofed packets to the switch infinitely. The frequent
user acts as normal user. The method distinguishes them and processes differently according to different users. It works well when the attack traffic is
not very huge. But to use it, we need to survey the network first and initiate
two parameters for the detection method, the minimum number of packets
per connection of a frequent user is denoted by n and the average number
of connections which the frequent users establish is denoted by k. The effect
of the method may be affected by the artificial parameters. When involved
with the behavior of the artificial, the uncertainty of the detecting result will
increase.
Lim, S et al. [29] propose a DDoS blocking Application which is a
lightweight application running on the popular SDN controller, POX [30].
The application tries to distinguish the bot and the legitimate host, and
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redirects the legitimate clients to the real web server port, logically moves
its service from the attacked address to a redirected address. The legitimate
clients are asked by the server to access the service at the redirected address.
The application proposed can only apply in defending DDoS attacks target a
web server, it lacks generality.
Seyed Mohammad Mousavi et al. [32] propose a solution to detect DDoS
attacks based on the entropy variation of the destination IP address. Although
it is a lightweight and effective detection method. But detecting DDoS
attacks, we cannot only take one factor into consideration, since there are
many factors can be used to identify DDoS attacks. The detection method
lacks of comprehensive consideration of multi-factors.

3 HOW TO ATTACK SDN NETWORK BY DDoS?
This part, we first introduce how to perform the DDoS attacks towards OpenFlow SDN network and then put forward five different kinds of DDoS attacks
towards SDN network (e.g., SDN controller and SDN OpenFlow-enabled
switch).
Launching a DDoS attacks towards SDN network, the first step we need
to do is to identify if the network we want to attack is SDN architecture or
not. Recall that, in most of the traditional networks the network device just
like switch or router, the control plane and the data plane are coupled, so the
Forwarding Information Base (FIB) is pre-configured. Therefore, it directly
process the packets and needs no extra time to create a new flow entropy for
a new incoming packet. While in SDN, if the first new incoming packet is
not matched by the flow table in the switch, it takes more time for the packet
be forwarded to the SDN controller for further processing compared with the
following packets. Based on this knowledge, attackers can identify SDN network or traditional networks by checking the different response time between
the first packet and the following packets [35]. We can use the SDN scanner
proposed in [35]. After collecting the samples using SDN scanner, we can
fingerprinting a SDN network by employing statistical testing methods, such
as t-test or other more advanced statistics or machine learning techniques to
improve the accuracy.
After identifying the SDN architecture, the attackers can inject a great
deal of random packets into SDN network. Because the fake packets are not
matched by the flow table in the switch, the SDN controller will busy dealing
with a great number of new incoming packets and generates corresponding
flow entries harder and harder, furthermore more and more newly installed
flow entries will occupy the whole flow table in the switch very soon. Then
the legitimate packets cannot be process normally.
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According to the packet processing procedure of OpenFlow SDN architecture networks, we know that DDoS attacks towards SDN network can be
more flexible and diverse due to the different network packet processing of
SDN network architecture compared with traditional one. Therefore, we proposed two kinds of DDoS attacks to SDN network according to its different
targets.
Before presenting the DDoS attack methods, we have to make it clear
that the relationship between the SDN’s three layers and how they interact
with each other when the DDoS attack occurs. Regardless of the attacker’s
target is SDN controllers or SDN switches, eventually DDoS attacks flow
will be sent to the SDN controller in large amounts due to not being matched
with the flow table of the switch, so as to play the effect of DDoS attacks
on the SDN controller. Since SDN controller is responsible for the packet
forwarding decision of the whole SDN network, the SDN network may be
faced with the problem of single point failure. However, the most important
prerequisite to solve this problem is to detect whether there is a DDoS attack
towards SDN network.
3.1 DDoS attacks towards SDN controller
In SDN architecture networks, the SDN controllers can be taken as the brain
of the whole network due to its key position in combining the intelligence of
the upper application layer and the performance of the underlying infrastructure layer. In this case, the SDN network may take a risk of a single point
failure if the SDN controller being taken as a target of the DDoS attackers.
Even if we deploy multiple controllers in the cloud [36], for the control layer
is taken as the target of the attack, the attackers will continue to attack the
next working controller, which will affect the performance of the SDN network. According to the characteristics of SDN network architecture, several
threat vectors that may enable the exploit of SDN vulnerabilities to launch
DDoS attack towards SDN network [37]. The following methods can launch
DDoS attacks towards SDN controller:
Attacks inherited from traditional network
The following two attack methods are the DDoS attacks inherited from the
traditional network, we can apply them to launch DDoS attack to SDN network too. Due to the SDN controller is the core of the whole network, the
damage is greater than traditional DDoS attacks.
1. Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack:
Theory: Due to the OpenFlow-enabled switch use the flow table to match
the incoming packets, the unmatched packets will be forwarded to the controller, attackers can easily launch DDoS attacks towards SDN controller
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by sending a great deal of unmatched forged Source IP packets making
the controller busy processing malicious attack packets and the legitimate
packets cannot be processed in time. In this case, most of the unmatched
forged packets will flood to the controller request for processing causing
SDN controller busy processing forged flows, while a portion of the attack
flow will be successfully installed on the flow table of the switch. According to the characteristics of traditional network TCP flood attack, these
flows play the effect of the traditional network TCP flood attack on the
server in SDN network. This attack will make the target server holding
many half-open TCP connection and make the server out of work too.
2. Forged Destination Port UDP FLOOD Attack:
Theory: The same as Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack. By sending many forged packets to the switch, the unmatched packets will be
forwarded to the controller causing the SDN controller busy processing
malicious packets and cannot process legitimate packets in time. Most of
the unmatched forged packets will flood to the controller causing DDoS
attacks against SDN controller. while a portion of the attack flow successfully installed on the flow table of the switch will cause traditional UDP
flood attack to the server in SDN network. According to the characteristics of traditional network UDP flood attack, when the server receive UDP
packets, it has to hand the packets to the upper application for further process, if no suitable application found, the server will send ICMP packet
back to the forged source hosts means the suitable application for the UDP
packet is not found. If more and more forged UDP packets target a server
will make the server busy doing this kind of work, making the server or
the data communication link out of work too.

Attacks based on the new features of SDN
The following two attack methods are the DDoS attacks based on the new
features of SDN, that is the controller is responsible for handling the first
network flow. In this case, we propose the attack method as follows.
1. Malformed Packets FLOOD Attack:
Theory: The data to be sent must be divided into packets and encapsulated
through seven layers, from the upper application layer to the underlying
data link layer. When forging packets, attackers can launch DDoS attacks
towards SDN controllers by making the data link layer encapsulate wrong
to form the malformed packets which of course cannot be matched by the
OpenFlow-enabled switch and be sent to the SDN controller, thus causing
DDoS attacks towards SDN controller.
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2. Uncommon Protocol Packets FLOOD Attack:
Theory: In order to generate packets that cannot be matched by the
flow table in OpenFlow-enabled switch, attackers can launch DDoS
attacks towards SDN controllers by generating some Uncommon Protocol Packets, just like Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) making
the uncommon protocol packets cannot be matched and forwarded to the
SDN controller continuously.
3.2 DDoS attacks towards OpenFlow-enabled Switch
Theory: Due to the OpenFlow-enabled switch use the flow table to match
the incoming packets, the header of the unmatched packets will be sent to
the controller to request for further processing. In this case the payload of
the unmatched packets will left in the switchs memory until a new flow rule
sent back from controller and installed. It is easy for attacker to launch DDoS
attacks by sending a great of forged high payload packets, this will set up
many new and unknow rule in the switch and the payload of unmatched packets will occupy the memory of a switch further affect the performance of the
switch. The SDN controller will be affected greatly by the request of a great
of forged high payload packets too. Thus making the legitimate flows cannot
be processed in time.

4 DETECTION METHOD BASED ON FUZZY SYNTHETIC
EVALUATION DECISION-MAKING MODEL
4.1 Fuzzy synthetic evaluation decision-making
Fuzzy synthetic evaluation method is a comprehensive evaluation method
based on fuzzy mathematics. Based on the theory of membership degree in
fuzzy mathematics, the synthetic evaluation method is used to transform the
qualitative evaluation into quantitative evaluation. That is to say, fuzzy synthetic evaluation method is used to make an overall evaluation of things or
objects which are restricted by many factors. It has the characteristic of clear
result and strong systematicness, so it is suitable for solving various kinds of
uncertainty problems such as the detection of DDoS attacks.
4.2 Mathematical model
The mathematical model of fuzzy comprehensive decision making is made
up of three factors:
1. Factor set U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n }.
2. Judgment set V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vm }.
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Judgment of single factor and built of fuzzy relation matrix R = (ri j )n×m .
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

r11
r21
..
.

r12
r22
..
.

· · · r1m
· · · r2m
..
.

rn1

rn2

· · · rnm

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

R is also called single-factor judgment matrix. ri j suggests the degree to
which the factor u i in Factor set U is affiliated with v j in Judgment set.
(U, V, R) makes a comprehensive decision model, U, V, R are the three
essential parts of this model.
4. Comprehensive judgment. For weight matrix of multiple factors in Facn

wi = 1. Taking max-min compotor set U , W = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wn },
i=1

sitional operations, that is using model M( ,
prehensive judgment B

), we can get the com-

∼

B=W◦R

∼

4.3 DDoS detection method based on synthetic evaluation
decision-making
1. Detection Principle:
We cannot tell a network is being 100% DDoS attack or no DDoS
attacks. For example. When DDoS attacks, the network service suffered
slight influence and still can provide normal service. In this case, we can
say 15% DDoS happen instead of saying there is not any DDoS attacks.
DDoS attacks is a vague description, this is a question in Fuzzy math
field.
No matter in SDN network or traditional network, some characteristics
of network flows will be quite different when DDoS attacks happens.
We can apply some representative characteristics of network flows, these
characteristics are the factors in Factor set U and they are the main factors
to judge whether DDoS happen or not.
Since there are more than one of the main factors to judge DDoS
attacks, the problem is how to how to quantify each factor? For example
the destination IP address can be taken as one factor to judege DDoS
attacks, but how to quantify it to deacribe DDoS attacks? The answer
is entropy. It is known to us that entropy indicates the probability of an
event happening with respect to the total number of events. In this case,
we can quantify this factor by applying the entropy of destination IP
address. That is to say we can quantify every factor in the Factor set U.
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When DDoS attacks occur, it needs a comprehensive evaluation
method to make a comprehensive evaluation of the DDoS attacks which
can be judged by many factors. Fuzzy synthetic evaluation decisionmaking model is what we need. With the help of the model, we can make
a comprehensive evaluation of the DDoS attacks towards SDN network
over many factors.
2. Detection Method
As the description of mathematical model in 4.2. Firstly we should
find some representative characteristics of network flows when DDoS
attack to make up Factor set U . Because when DDoS attack happens the
flow request rate will become greater and the destination IP address will
become more converged and the source IP address will become more
dispersed. Considering some DDoS attacks only target an special application, the destination TCP port will become more converged too. We
choose Factor set U = {FRR,DstPort,DstIP,SrcIP}.
– FRR(Flow Request Rate): The number of packets go to the SDN controller per second.
– DstPort: Convergence degree of destination TCP port, described with
entropy.
– DstIP: Convergence degree of destination IP address, described with
entropy.
– SrcIP: Divergence degree of source IP address, described with
entropy.
Also, in order to make an objective judgment we need to set an weight
n

wi = 1 which means the weight of
matrix W = {w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 },
i=1

FRR, DstPort, DstIP, SrcIP is w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 . We can set the value
according what we need.
Secondly, for Judgement sets V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vi , · · · }, vi means the
judgment result of the ith T (T is the interval time for detection), which
contains the FRR, DstPort, DstIP and SrcIP.
Thirdly, building up single-factor judgment matrix R = (ri j )4×k , k =
1, 2, 3, · · · k means kth T . The matrix R can be made by the relationship
of U and V can be represented by membership function. Every element
in Factor set U has its own membership function, as follows:
The membership function of FRR:

C ( f rr ) =
∼

⎧
⎪
⎨1

f rr −F R R1
⎪ F R R3 −F R R1

⎩

0

f rr ≥ F R R3
F R R3 > f rr > F R R1
f rr ≤ F R R1

(1)
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The membership function of DstPort:

C (edp) =
∼

⎧
⎪
⎨1

E D P1 −edp
⎪ E D P1 −E D P3

⎩

0

edp ≤ E D P3
E D P3 < edp < E D P1

(2)

edp ≥ E D P1

The membership function of DstIP:

C (ed) =
∼

⎧
⎪
⎨1

E D1 −ed
⎪ E D1 −E D3

⎩
0

ed ≤ E D3
E D3 < ed < E D1

(3)

ed ≥ E D1

The membership function of SrcIP:

C (es) =
∼

⎧
⎪
⎨1

es−E S1
⎪ E S3 −E S1

⎩

0

es ≥ E S3
E S3 > es > E S1

(4)

es ≤ E S1

The parameters in the formulas above F R R1 , F R R3 , E D P1 , E D P3 ,
E D1 , E D3 and E S1 , E S3 is respectively measured with slight DDoS
attacks (level one DDoS attacks) and severe DDoS attacks (level three
DDoS attacks). In simulation, we launch the attack of each kind and
each attack lasts 15 T , take the average value as the parameter. This
phase is called the initialization of DDoS attack detection method, will
be describe in 5.3 Test Case.
After the membership function is successfully built, we can describe
single-factor judgment matrix R as follows:
⎞
⎛
C ( f rrk )
∼
⎟
⎜
⎜ C (edpk ) ⎟
⎟
⎜ ∼
R=⎜
⎟ , k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k is the kth T
⎜ C (edk ) ⎟
⎠
⎝ ∼
C (esk )
∼

Finally, comprehensive judgment. By applying the model of weighted
average M(·, +)
B = W · R = w1 C ( f rrk ) + w2 C (edpk ) + w3 C (edk )

∼

∼

+ w4 C (esk ),
∼

k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k is the kth T

∼

∼
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Detecting DDoS attacks targeted SDN controller or a server in SDN network by running a lightweight application on the SDN controller. The
application counts the number of packet flooding into the SDN controller
to get the packet rate and statistical occurrences of data packets according
to destination IP address, TCP port and source IP address and calculates
the entropy of destination IP address,TCP port and source IP address in
a slide window time(made up of several interval time T ). By applying
the fuzzy synthetic evaluation decision-making model described above,
we can get the Comprehensive Judgment Scores B of each interval T .
∼

The Comprehensive Judgment Scores is between 0 and 1, which represents the extent of DDoS attacks, 1 is the highest means the DDoS attack
is serious, the SDN controller or the attacked server cannot provide normal service. So, by applying this method, we can monitor network traffic
characteristics in real time and use these characteristics to make comprehensive judgment whether DDoS attack happens or not.

5 SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
5.1 Simulation tools and network topology
In order to validate the correctness of the logic in the proposed detection
method and evaluate its performance, we choose the SDN network emulator
called Mininet [38]. For SDN network simulation Mininet is a good choice, it
is a network emulator specialized for SDN network simulation, we can easily
model a OpenFlow-enabled switch, virtual hosts, controllers, and links for
SDN network. Due to Mininet also support external controller, so we choose
the network connected to a external controller POX [30]. The DDoS detection
method proposed is designed on the POX and run as an application of POX
controller.
To make the simulation more like the real network, we build a small topology that made up of a server and sixty legitimate hosts and a DDoS Attackers
Group simulator connected to SDN network (Figure 1).
The DDoS Attackers Group is realized by Scapy [39]. Scapy is a powerful
interactive packet manipulation program. It is able to forge or decode packets
of a wide number of protocols, send them on the wire, capture them, match
requests and replies, and much more. We use it to realize the five DDoS
attacks method proposed.
5.2 Implementation and verification of the attack method based on
the features of SDN
In this part, we try to give the implementation of the DDoS attack
method proposed in 3.1, Malformed Packets FLOOD Attack and Uncommon
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FIGURE 1
Simulation network topology

Protocol Packets FLOOD Attack and verify the feasibility of this kind of
attack methods.
Malformed Packets FLOOD Attack
The formation of attack packets:
In simulation, the attack packets is realized by Scapy. We list the main
code in forming malformed packets as follows:
P a c k e t s =UDP ( ) / I P ( d s t = d s t I P , s r c = s r c I P ) /
TCP ( d p o r t = d s t p o r t , s p o r t = s r c p o r t )
Due to the code of legitimate packets is:
P a c k e t s = E t h e r ( ) / IP ( d s t = dstIP , s r c = s r c I P ) /
TCP ( d p o r t = d s t p o r t , s p o r t = s r c p o r t )
We changed the layer 2 protocol class of packets Ether() into The upper
layer protocol class of packets UDP(). In this case, we can form the malformed packets and use to launch DDoS attack against SDN controllers.
Feasibility verifying:
In order to prove the malformed packets sent out by the attacker are really
forwarded to the SDN controller when the flow table in Openflow-enabled
switch cannot match the malformed packets. In simulation, we launching
Malformed Packets FLOOD Attack at different rate. Such as R15% (taken
as level one DDoS attacks that is slight attack), R25% (taken as level two
DDoS attacks) and R50% (taken as level three DDoS attacks that is severe
attack) rate attack (In order to describe the degree of DDoS attacks, we define
it. Such as R15% rate attack means the ratio of attack packets with normal
packets in a interval time T equals 0.15). As Figure 2 the packet forwarding
rate (PFR) means the number of unmatched packets forwarded to the SDN
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FIGURE 2
Different packet forwarding rate when Malformed Packets FLOOD Attack

controller per second. We list the packet forwarding rate corresponded to different attack rate.
From Figure 2 we can see the packet forwarding rate (PFR) is around
4.6 packets per second when there is not malformed packet attack. The PFR
rose up to around 5.4 packets per second when R15% rate malformed packet
attack and the change of PFR when the attack rate rose to R25% and R50%.
The result verify the effectiveness of this attack.
Uncommon Protocol Packets FLOOD Attack
The formation of attack packets:
In simulation, the attack packets is realized by Scapy. We list the main code
in forming malformed packets as follows:
P a c k e t s = E t h e r ( ) / EAPOL ( ) / EAP ( )
We try to form attack packets based on a network port authentication protocol - Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL). Of course the
packets cannot be matched and forwarded to the SDN controller causing the
DDoS attack against SDN controller.
Feasibility verifying:
Similarly, in order to prove the uncommon protocol packets sent out by the
attacker are really forwarded to the SDN controller when the flow table in
Openflow-enabled switch cannot match the malformed packets. In simulation, we launching uncommon protocol packets at different rate R15% attack
rate, R25% attack rate and R50% attack rate. As Figure 3, we list the PFR
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FIGURE 3
Different packet forwarding rate when Uncommon Protocol Packets FLOOD Attack

corresponded to different attack rate. The result verify the effectiveness of
this attack.
5.3 Test Case
In order to facilitate the test case, we simplify the Factor set U in 4.3) Detection Method to be {FRR,DstIP,SrcIP} and simply set weight matrix W =
{0.3, 0.4, 0.3} which means the weight of FRR, DstIP, SrcIP is 0.3, 0.4, 0.3
based on our experience and the detection interval time T to be 10 seconds.
Due to the attack packets launched by DDoS attack methods we introduced in
3.1 Attacks inherited from traditional network and 3.2 DDoS attacks towards
OpenFlow-enabled Switch have all the characteristics the detection method
needed (Factor Set U ), the detection theory is the same, we only simulate the
Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack with three different intensities. The
simulation may be divided into three phase. The first phase is get the preliminary partition of the attack levels, which help us simulate DDoS attack at
different levels. The second phase is the initialization of DDoS attack detection method, the last phased is the DDoS attack detection.
1. Get the preliminary partition of the attack levels
Task: In order to simulate DDoS attack at different levels (level one, two,
three), we get the preliminary partition of the attack levels by the entropy
of destination IP address [40].
Procedure: Firstly, we need to get two parameter, baseEntr opy (the
average entropy of the destination IP address when no DDoS), d (Maximum deviation of the entropy in n times of T ). Then we need to define
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FIGURE 4
Different threat range divided according to the entropy

DDoS attack at different levels. Figure 4 shows the divided threat range
in more detail. The black and thick line in the middle represents the average entropy when there is not any DDoS attacks. Any traffic falls on the
range marked ‘legitimate Traffic Range’ will be taken as normal traffic.
The threat range of level one is the range marked ‘DDoS attack Level
one’, any traffic falls on this range will be taken as the threat level one.
Similarly, any traffics falls on range marked ’DDoS attack Level two’ and
‘DDoS attack Level three’ will be taken as threat level two or three correspondingly. We can use Scapy to adjust packet rate to make the entropy
falls continuously on each threat level range, thus we can simulate DDoS
attack at different levels.
2. Initialization of DDoS attack detection method
Task:Initializes some parameters of the DDoS attack detection method.
The parameters are the parameters of each membership functions mentioned in 4.3 2) Detection Method. We summarizes the parameters used
in our experiment in Table. 1.
Procedure: Because the parameters of each membership function is initialized by launching R15% (taken as level one DDoS attacks means
slight attack) and R50% (taken as level three DDoS attacks that is severe
attack means the SDN controller or the attacked server cannot provide
normal service) rate attack (In order to describe the degree of DDoS
attacks, we define it. Such as R15% rate attack means the ratio of attack
packets with normal packets in a interval time T equals 0.15), these two
kinds of attack packets should be launched strictly according to the procedure. After phase one, we know how to simulate the attack of different
attack levels. Firstly, when 5 normal T passed, we start to launch level
one Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack, the attack lasted for 15 T ,
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Types of parameter

Description

Value

baseEntropy

The average of the entropy in n times of T when no DDoS.
We set n = 12 when simulation
Maximum deviation in n times of T. We set n = 12 when
simulation
Membership function parameter of the flow request rate.
request rate when Level one (R15%) attack
Membership function parameter of the flow request rate.
request rate when Level three (R50%) attack
Membership function parameter of the aggregation of
destination IP address. The destination IP address entropy
when Level one (R15%) attack
Membership function parameter of the aggregation of
destination IP address. The destination IP address entropy
when Level three (R50%) attack
Membership function parameter of the divergence of source
IP address. The source IP address entropy when Level one
(R15%) attack
Membership function parameter of the divergence of source
IP address. The source IP address entropy when Level three
(R50%) attack

3.5848

d
F R R1
F R R3
E D1

E D3

E S1

E S3

0.0741
5.5667
7.2267
3.3563

2.6929

5.1824

5.4468

TABLE 1
The initial parameters of the network for detection method

then we get the parameter F R R1 , E D1 , E S1 (The average value of 15 T ).
When the network back to normal, we begin to launch level three Forged
Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack, the attack lasted for 15 T too, then we
get the parameter F R R3 , E D3 , E S3 . The initialization is done after we
get all the parameters the detection method need in Table. 1.
3. DDoS attack detection
Task: launching Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack with three different levels and calculating Comprehensive Judgment Scores B of each
∼

interval T and plotting the result.
Procedure: After phase one and two, we start to test the detection
method. When the network came back to normal and 10 normal T
passed, we start to launch level one Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD
Attack, the attack lasted for 15 T . When the network came back to normal and 10 normal T passed, we then start to launch level two Forged
Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack, the attack also lasted for 15 T . When
the network came back to normal and 10 normal T passed again, we
then start to launch level three Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack,
the attack lasted for 15 T too. As Figure 5, we plot the result B of each
interval T .

∼
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FIGURE 5
comprehensive judgment scores when different levels of DDoS attack

5.4 Evaluation and discussion
1. Test case analysis
Figure 5 shows the change of Comprehensive Judgment Scores when
different levels Forged Source IP TCP FLOOD Attack happen. From the
figure we can see the Comprehensive Judgment Scores for DDoS is very
low (nearly equals to zero) when there is no any DDoS attacks. When
level one (R15%) DDoS attack happens, the Comprehensive Judgment
Scores rises a little and stays around 0.08 which means the DDoS attack
is slight. Compared to level one, level two (R25%), level three (R50%)
DDoS attack Comprehensive Judgment Scores is around 0.38 and 0.96.
Any attack more serious than level three with its Comprehensive Judgment Scores around 1 will be taken as the SDN controller or the server
out of service and have to take mitigation measures.
Why the comprehensive judgment scores will be different to different levels of DDoS attacks? Due to the elements in the Factor set
U = {F R R, Dst I P, Sr cI P} in our test case are all significant indicators for judging DDoS attack and the weight matrix W = {0.3, 0.4, 0.3}
also be set for a more objective judgment, we apply the fuzzy synthetic
evaluation decision-making model to make a comprehensive judge based
on multiple factors. When level one DDoS attack, there is a little rise in
F R R will become greater and Dst I P will become smaller (the destination IP address will become more converged), also Sr cI P will become
greater too (the source IP address will become more dispersed). But all
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these change is very little which leads to the Comprehensive Judgment
Scores rises a little. Similarly, the change is greater in level two and level
three DDoS attack, which makes the final score grows up.
2. Attacks the detection method cannot make a comprehensive judgment
For the DDoS attack method proposed In section 3.1 Malformed Packets
FLOOD Attack and Uncommon Protocol Packets FLOOD Attack, the
detection method cannot make a comprehensive judgment according to
all the elements in the Factor set U . That is because the controller cannot
parse the special packet normally, which makes our detection method
cannot make the correct statistics to the destination IP address and source
IP address. In this case, for Factor set U = {F R R, Dst I P, Sr cI P} in
our test case, only F R R can be count, the other two factors will be set
to zero and cannot make a comprehensive judgment. But the detection
method also can figure out the exist of these attacks according to F R R.
5.5 Comparable Experiment
In order to reflect the detection efficiency of our proposed algorithm, in
this section we compare it with the DDoS detection algorithm based on the
entropy variation of the destination IP address proposed in [32]. Due to the
algorithm for comparison only base on the entropy of destination IP address
is less than a predetermined threshold to determine the existence of DDoS
attacks. According to the shortage of the method, we propose the following
two kinds of DDoS attacks, which target the whole SDN network (User01,
User02 · · · User60 and Server) instead of the single server.
1. Malicious user DoS attacks: Malicious user with fixed IP address launches
DoS attack against the entire SDN network.
2. Forged IP DDoS attacks: Attackers forge the source IP address and launch
DDoS attacks against the entire SDN network.
We try to verify our proposed algorithm and the DDoS detection algorithm
proposed in [32] by launching these two kinds of DDoS attacks. We use the
same environment, the same Factor set and weight matrix W as the Test case.
We simulate the two kinds of DDoS attacks above with three different intensities (R%15,R%25,R%50). The attack time and the duration time of attack
are the same as 5.3 3 DDoS attack detection. Finally we get the detection
results of the two detection algorithms for these two kinds of DDoS attacks.
Figure 6 shows the detection results of the two algorithms under Malicious user DoS attacks with three different intensities (R%15,R%25,R%50).
We plot the Comprehensive Judgment Scores of our detection method and the
Average Scores (Average value of the Comprehensive Judgment Scores during attack phase. We give up the start point and end point of the attack). From
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FIGURE 6
Detection Result when Malicious user DoS attacks

FIGURE 7
Detection Result when Forged IP DDoS attacks

Figure 6, we can clearly see that this attack bypassed the DDoS detection
algorithm proposed in [32]. However, our proposed detection algorithm can
detect the attack to a certain extent. Similarly, for Forged IP DDoS attacks.
From Figure 7, we can see that our proposed algorithm can figure out a Comprehensive Judgement Scores to inform us of the existence of DDoS attacks,
while the algorithm proposed in [32] missed the detection.
5.6 About the method applied in the real environment
1. Setting the weights of evaluation factors
In this part, we are going to discuss about how to determinate the weight
matrix. In order to facilitate the test method, the default weight matrix
is set to be W = {F R R, Dst I P, Sr cI P} = {0.3, 0.4, 0.3}. The weight
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matrix can be determined in the real environment by applying Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [41].
First of all, launching a variety kinds of DDoS attacks against the
server in SDN network by applying the typical historical data of the
DDoS attacks, we can get judgment matrix of evaluation factor. Secondly, by applying Bidirectional Analytic Hierarchy Process proposed
in [41] to get a better weight matrix W. For example we have three kinds
of DDoS attacks named D DoS1 , D DoS2 , D DoS3 relatively, and three
factors in Factor set U named f actor1 , f actor2 , f actor3 relatively. We
conduct the traditional Analytic Hierarchy Process method and gain a
group of weights. Then, we exchange the factors in the bottom layer and
the DDoS types in the middle layer and conduct the reversed Analytic
Hierarchy Process method and gain another group of weights. Finally,
we can calculate the mean of the two groups of weights and gain a better
result of weight matrix.
2. Initialization of the method parameters
Based on the idea of active defense. In real environment, the initialization
of DDoS attack detection method need to be determined in the training
phase, which means searching for the typical historical data of the DDoS
attacks and launching a variety of DDoS attacks against SDN network
server are the work must be done firstly. And then based on your network
or server’s ability to tolerate DDoS attacks, divide the attack into three
levels and use these three levels of attack data to initialize the parameters
of the DDoS detection method and then apply into the real environment.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper proposes a DDoS detection method based on on fuzzy synthetic
evaluation decision-making model. For testing the method, the paper also
proposes three kinds of DDoS attacks specialized for SDN network and introduces two kinds of DDoS attacks inherited from traditional network. We
tested every attack method with different attack intensity. We also make a
comparable experiment to show its advantage to other DDoS detection algorithm based on single factor. Our detection method is proved to be lightweight
and effective to most of the DDoS attacks.
For future work, we need to improve our detection method to make it more
sensitive to some special DDoS attack packets, such as malformed packets
and uncommon Protocol Packets. The discrimination of DDoS attacks and
flash crowds in SDN network will be our next research direction too. I hope
the method can be tested in real network for further confirm its performance
and efficiency.
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